Self-directedness: an indicator for clinical response to the HF-rTMS treatment in refractory melancholic depression.
Although well-defined predictors of response are still unclear, clinicians refer a variety of depressed patients for a repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (rTMS) treatment. It has been suggested that personality features such as Harm Avoidance (HA) and self-directedness (SD) might provide some guidance for a classical antidepressant treatment outcome. However, to date no such research has been performed in rTMS treatment paradigms. In this open study, we wanted to examine whether these temperament and character scores in particular would predict clinical outcome in refractory unipolar depressed patients when a typical high-frequency (HF)-rTMS treatment protocol is applied. Thirty six unipolar right-handed antidepressant-free treatment resistant depressed (TRD) patients, all of the melancholic subtype, received 10 HF-rTMS sessions applied to the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). All patients were classified as at least stage III TRD and were assessed with the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) before a HF-rTMS treatment. Only the individual scores on SD predicted clinical outcome. No other personality scales were found to be a predictor of this kind of application. Our results suggest that refractory MDD patients who score higher on the character scale SD may be more responsive to the HF-rTMS treatment.